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The raspberry fruit worm, prevalent for some time
but relstive1y inactive in the Pacific Northwest, last year
did more serious damage to raspberry and ioganbex'ries in
Washington and Oregon than heretofore,

INJURY CAUSED H Li.RVAE

The injury caused is maInly that from the feeding of
the larvae within the fruit. The larvae develop in and destroy
the fleshy receptacle on which the fruit is borne, sometimes
causing the fruit to dry up before ripening. At picking time
many berries which do not show any evidence o± injury will be
found to contain worms.

THE FRUIT WORM 'S LIFE HISTORY FOLLOWED

The adult beetles feed upon the leaves and the blossom
buds, and when numerous may destroy the entire bud cluster. In
the spring, soon after the plant starts its new growth, the
small reddish-brown beetles come out of the soil near by and,
after feeding a few days, lay eggs on the base of the blossom
buds and on the underside of the leaves. The eggs hatch in a
few days into larvae which live within and beneath the berry
cap.

CONTROL MEASURES NOTED

Lead arsenate is the control measure recommended. The
time and number of applications of lead arsenate pay necessary
to coiibat the beetle under Oregon conditions remain to be de-
termined. In England two applications ara made. In Ohio one
application, and in Connecticut at times four applications are
neessaiy. The first spray is applied as the adult beetles
begin to appear in numbers, and the lost as the first blossom
buds are opening. Two pounds of lead arsenate to 50 gallons
of water is the usual formula. For those vho prefer to use
dust, repeated applications of an 85-15 commercial lead
arsenate dust may be of value. Thorough shellow cultivation
as close as possible to the plants from late summer to early
fall, and running poultr in the berry patches are supplementary
measures of value,
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